Algorithm: identifying and managing phosphorus overload in cats diagnosed with CKD

Normal kidney function

IDEXX FGF-23 Test not indicated

Normal (≤ 299 pg/mL)

In cats with CKD.
Phosphate reduction through therapy is not indicated.
Review clinical signs and other kidney function diagnostics with owner.
Manage primary kidney disease as indicated by other renal diagnostics.
Recheck kidney function biomarkers and FGF-23 in 3–6 months.

Chronic kidney disease (CKD)

IRIS* CKD Stages 1 and 2

Total serum phosphorus < 4.6 mg/dL

IDEXX FGF-23 Test indicated

Borderline (300–399 pg/mL)

In cats with CKD.
Suggests early phosphate overload and mineral dysregulation.
Review clinical signs and other kidney function diagnostics with owner.
Manage primary kidney disease as indicated by other renal diagnostics.
Recheck kidney function biomarkers and FGF-23 in 3–6 months.

Increased (≥ 400 pg/mL)

In cats with CKD.
Phosphate overload and mineral dysregulation is present.
Targeted therapy is indicated for phosphate reduction.
Review clinical signs and other kidney function diagnostics with owner.
Recheck kidney function biomarkers and FGF-23 in 3–6 months following introduction of therapy.

Phosphorus remains < 4.6 mg/dL.
FGF-23 concentration remains normal on recheck. Reduction in phosphorus through therapy is not recommended.
If FGF-23 concentration decreased from borderline or abnormal with treatment, continue care and plan to recheck FGF-23 concentration in 3–6 months.
Monitoring of kidney biomarkers and FGF-23 in stable IRIS CKD Stage 1 and 2 cats is recommended every 3–6 months.

Phosphorus remains < 4.6 mg/dL.
If borderline result follows a normal concentration, recommend additional recheck in 3–6 months before instituting phosphorous reducing therapy.
Repeated borderline FGF-23 concentrations are indicative of early phosphate overload.
Phosphate reduction as part of therapy is recommended.
If FGF-23 concentration has decreased from abnormal to borderline, continue instituted care and plan to recheck FGF-23 concentration in 3–6 months.
Monitoring of kidney biomarkers and FGF-23 in stable IRIS CKD Stages 1 and 2 cats is recommended every 3–6 months.

Confirm presence of IRIS CKD Stage 1 or 2, as substantial disease progression may impact FGF-23 concentration.
An increased FGF-23 on recheck confirms the need for targeted therapy for phosphate reduction and management.
If monitoring and FGF-23 has increased or minimally decreased (20% change) from previous concentration, consider further phosphate restriction.
If notably decreased (50% or greater), continue current therapy and plan to recheck FGF-23 concentration in 3 months.
Monitoring of kidney biomarkers and FGF-23 in stable IRIS CKD Stages 1 and 2 cats is recommended every 3–6 months.
The IDEXX FGF-23 Test provides an evidence-based approach to recognize phosphorus overload earlier\textsuperscript{1–4} and recommend therapy to reduce phosphorus intake, supporting management of chronic kidney disease (CKD) in cats.

The IDEXX FGF-23 Test should only be run in cats with diagnosed or highly suspect IRIS CKD Stages 1 and 2. It is not recommended for cats with uncontrolled hyperthyroidism, profound anemia, or systemic inflammation.

**Please note:** When making changes to therapy impacting phosphorus intake or absorption, waiting at least 2 months to recheck FGF-23 is recommended.
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